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Experiment and Motivation. Time-resolved 2D SAXS measurements are conducted at HASY-
LAB beamline A2 during thermal treatment of a commercial grade thermoplastic polyurethane
elastomer (TPU). A vacuum oven is installed on the x-ray bench. The temperature is controlled by
a precision of ±0.5°C. The sample is mounted on the sample holder and is covered by Aluminum
foil to improve heat transfer. Care is taken that the main axis of the sample (injection molding
direction) is perpendicular to the incident beam path. At first, a temperature scan up to 250°C is
conducted in order to find transition temperatures. The samples are then heated in different thermal
cycles. In cycle A the sample is heated up to maximum temperature of 215°C and then kept at this
temperature for 2 minutes and then rapidly cooled down to 150°C and kept at this temperature for
10 minutes and finally quenched to room temperature. In cycles B and C the maximum temperature
is raised to 235°C and 250°C, respectively and the rest of the the program is the same as in cycle A.
The physical and mechanical properties of TPUs strongly depend on their hierarchical microstruc-
ture [1,2]. Thermal treatment is an easy way to obtain the desired morphology. Thus, the present
work is primarily concerned with investigation of structural transitions of a partially oriented TPU
sample during thermal heating. Future work is in progress to elucidate how different morphologies
affect long term mechanical performance of TPUs.

Summary of Results. Automated computer programs written in PV-WAVE® environment are
applied to accelerate data analysis. Primary static small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns
show two meridional peaks and a weak isotropic ring. This indicates that the phase separated do-
mains are partially oriented along the injection molding axis. In order to visualize the structure
of the material in physical space, the chord distribution function (CDF) is calculated. The mathe-
matical definition of CDF is documented in a textbook [3]. The variations of long period and the
average domain size during heating can be monitored by tracking the peak positions on the negative
side and positive side of CDF, respectively. Figure 1 shows the variations of SAXS pattern and the
corresponding CDF during heating the sample up to 250°C. The peak intensity of SAXS patterns
increases with increasing temperature until ca. 215°C. This is attributed to the enhancement of elec-
tron density contrast between the soft segment matrix and hard segment domains. At about 215°C
the two meridional peaks disappear and a broad strong meridional streak appears. This pattern is
attributed to dispersed laminar structures. This structure exists until 245°C and above this temper-
ature a typical pattern of an amorphous melt is observed. Based on these initial observations, three
different thermal treatment cycles are designed in order to follow transient structures during heating
and cooling. In the first cycle the sample is heated up to 215°C and then quenched to 150°C where
it is annealed for 10 minutes and then quenched to 30°C. During the annealing a highly oriented
structure develops and it is stable during quenching to 30°C. In other two cycles, the upper temper-
ature is changed to 235°C and 250°C, whereas the cooling cycle is the same. Cooling the sample
from 235°C results in the same observation as the first cycle. However, cooling the sample from
250°C (where the laminar structures have disappeared) results in a completely isotropic structure.
The importance of these observations is that it shows how to obtain a highly ordered material from
a partially oriented material by a simple heat treatment.
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Figure 1: Variations of SAXS patterns (1st and 3rdrows) and the corresponding CDFs (2nd and 4th rows)
during heating the sample up to 250°C
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